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Based in the City of Melbourne, Chamber 
Made is proud to showcase Melbourne 
artists and bring astonishing artworks and 
international collaborations to Melbourne 
audiences. Chamber Made’s 2023–2024 
sees’ the company continue to create 
uncompromising and innovative new 
works, extend the reach and life of current 
works, showcase the work of Melbourne 
artists on national and international stages, 
build partnerships and audiences, lead 
sector development through strategic 
initiatives, feed the arts ecology through 
meaningful artist and artform development 
programs, mentor tomorrow’s artists, and 
facilitate global networks by connecting 
local Melbourne, regional Victorian and 
Southeast Asian artists. 

Program Overview 
at a Glance

Dragon Ladies Don’t Weep Asia TOPA at Arts Centre Melbourne (2020).  
Image: Pia Johnson

‘Chamber Made continues to 
redefine our ideas of how music 
and performance can co-exist, 
affirming the company’s position 
at the vanguard of Australian 
music and performance.’

—MARSHALL McGUIRE 
Director of Programming,  
Melbourne Recital Centre 
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CHAMBER MADE IN THE  
CITY OF MELBOURNE

REPRESENTING CITY OF 
MELBOURNE ON TOUR

ELSEWHERE,  
BY CHAMBER MADE

2023 • A Slow Emergency World Premiere, 
Rising [Parliament House]

• My Self in That Moment remount 
rehearsals

• SYSTEM_ERROR remount rehearsals

• Listening Acts creative development 
[Queen Victoria Women’s Centre]

• Little Operations – Theo McMahon

• Hi-Viz Satellites – Melbourne/regional  
Vic/ Singapore [University of Melbourne]

• Salon – A Slow Emergency

• A Slow Emergency teen activism 
workshops [Parliament House]

• In the Room mentorship

• HQ mentorship [Meat Market]

National Presentations

• My Self in That Moment [Perth Festival]

• SYSTEM_ERROR  [Illuminate, Adelaide/ 
Bleach Festival, Gold Coast]

International Presentations

• Dragon Ladies Don’t Weep –  Taiwan 
International Arts Festival /  NY Skirball 
Arts Centre, Walker Arts Centre, UCLA 
Arts (USA)

• Orange House by the Sea Artist 
Residency

• Audiosketch – Podcast featuring  
three innovative women or non-binary 
sound/performance artists

2024 • Listening Acts presentation  
[Queen Victoria Women’s Centre]

• SYSTEM_ERROR  
remount rehearsals

• Little Operations – Merinda  
Dias-Jayasinha [Immigration Museum]

• Hi-Viz Satellites – Melbourne/regional  
Vic/ Singapore [University of Melbourne]

• Hi-Viz collaborations  
[University of Melbourne]

• Salon – Listening Acts  
[Queen Victoria Women’s Centre]

• In the Room mentorship

• HQ mentorship [Meat Market]

National Presentations

• SYSTEM_ERROR [TBC]

International Presentations

• Dragon Ladies Don’t Weep,  
Southbank Centre, London

• One Day We Will Understand  
[Esplanade – Theatres on the Bay, 
Singapore] with a view to present  
at AsiaTOPA 2025, Melbourne 

• My Self in That Moment [TBC]

• Orange House by the Sea Artist 
Residency

• Audiosketch – Podcast featuring  
three innovative women or non-binary 
sound/performance artists

2023–24 Program



Diaspora Melbourne International Arts Festival at The SUBSTATION (2019) 
Image: Pia Johnson

Chamber Made’s reputation as a 
leader in artform experimentation 
and innovation attracts artists of the 
highest calibre, who, through a process 
of collaboration, venture beyond the 
boundaries of their respective artforms 
to create something entirely unique.
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New Work
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A Slow Emergency — part procession, part concert, part 
performance, part fantasia — positions teenagers at the 
centre of a conversation about climate. An accomplished 
team of core artists led by theatre director Adena Jacobs 
and composer Cat Hope, come into collaboration with a 
large ensemble of teenage vocalists, instrumentalists and 
performers to create an epic, disquieting, and hallucinatory 
work which makes its way through the city streets and 
culminates at Parliament House. This free and epic outdoor 
performance event will play to an audience of up to 5000. 

A featured work in RISING’s 2023 Parliament House 
program, A Slow Emergency is an ambitious large-
scale work, conceived around the idea of a performance 
template that can be transferred and translated to other 
cities and festivals contexts, inviting the participation of 
local young adults. A sustainability manifesto has been 
developed for this work in consultation with our teen 
associate artists, defining parameters to work within in 
order to minimize and offset any environmental impact 
from the work’s creation and presentation. 

Part of this work will be free climate activism workshops 
for Melbourne young people run by our young adult 
artistic associates. These daytime workshops will provide 
a great chance for other passionate young Melbourne 
people to be connected and feel empowered to act on 
issues they feel strongly about.

New Work Presentation 2023

A SLOW EMERGENCY 

Commissioning /presenting partner: RISING 
Project Partner: VCA Melbourne Conservatorium of Music 

Artists

Director: Adena Jacobs

Composer: Cat Hope

Dramaturg: Tamara Saulwick

Lighting designer: Jenny Hector

Designer: Eugyeene Teh

Music director: Aaron Wyatt

Associate artists:  
Jean Hinchcliffe, Theo Boltman, 
Ella Simons, Jay Patel 

Production manager:  
Richard Dinnen

‘Everything Chamber Made 
does is exciting, cutting edge, and 
incredibly creative. Never bored. 
Never disappointed.’

—IAN PARSONS 
The Sound Barrier, PBS 106.7FM 

A Slow Emergency creative development 2022 
Image: Eugyeene Teh 
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LISTENING ACTS

Listening Acts is a weekend takeover of the Queen Victoria Women’s Centre 
in the heart of Melbourne’s CBD. This curated event, developed in 2023 and 
presented in 2024, will see the commissioning and presentation of twelve 
new sound driven performance works and installations by women and non-
binary artists presented across three days. With installation works running 
throughout the day and intimate performances in the evenings, the event 
has multiple points of entry. 

The event’s curatorial frame invites sound, music and theatre artists to create 
intimate situations for listening. Ones in which the act of listening itself is in 
some way examined, framed, challenged, contextualised or disrupted.

Artists include (TBC): Aviva Endean, Biddy Connor, Fayen D’Evie,  
Rebecca Bracewell, Alexandra Spense, Hilary Kleinig, Zoë Barry and more. 

Image: Pier Carthew

Works in Development
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Image: Pia Johnson

This work builds on Chamber Made’s record of strong 
international / cross-cultural collaborations – Dragon 
Ladies Don’t Weep (Singapore /Australia 2020) and 
Between 8 and 9 (China/Australia 2017). The collaborative 
models created by the company based on reciprocity 
and exchange lead to singular artworks for Melbourne 
audiences and also act as powerful examples of cultural 
diplomacy enabling Melbourne artists to extend their 
practice, profile and networks into international contexts. 

One Day We Will Understand explores the precarity  
of memory, counter-histories, traces and hauntedness. 
Image, performance, live sound and text combine to 
unfold the story of Singaporean visual artist Sim Chi Yin’s 
search for hidden family histories and its links with the 
present. Drawing on multiple bodies of work within her 
decade-long project excavating the story of her paternal 
grandfather Shen Huansheng who was executed for 
his leftist politics in 1949 and then erased from family 
history. Inheritance and legacy are framed through the 
lens of a single woman who is at once documenter, 
journalist, artist, grand-daughter and mother.

Presentation Partner: Esplanade – Theatres on the Bay, 
Singapore with a view to working with AsiaTOPA for 
Melbourne presentation 2025

ONE DAY WE WILL UNDERSTAND

Produced with Culturelink Singapore

Artists

Performer & visual artist:  
Sim Chi Yin

Sound Artist: Tini Aliman

Director: Tamara Saulwick

Dramaturg: Kok Heng Leun

Video artist: Nick Roux

Lighting and stage designer: 
Andy Lim | ARTFACTORY



8Dragon Ladies Don’t Weep Asia TOPA at Arts Centre Melbourne (2020) 
Image: Pier Carthew

Touring Existing Work

DRAGON LADIES DON’T WEEP

Producing Partner: Culturelink Singapore 
APRA/AMCOS Art Music Awards: Winner Dramatic Work of the Year 2020

A work that sweeps across the senses, Dragon Ladies 
Don’t Weep is a sonic portrait of new music icon Margaret 
Leng Tan – an evocative exploration of memory, time, 
control and loss.

This highly successful international collaboration  
co-produced by Chamber Made and CultureLink Singapore 
exemplifies the company’s capacity to collaborate across 
artforms, cultures and geographies. The work received the 
highest praise when presented to Melbourne audiences 
in its premiere season at AsiaTOPA in 2020 and has defied 
the challenges of COVID-19 with subsequent seasons in 
2021 and 2022. Through further touring of Dragon Ladies 
Don’t Weep we are able to showcase the work  
of a Melbourne based company and artists. 

Also through this work Chamber Made have developed 
and tested sustainable models for remote collaboration 
and the use of local production teams for touring. 

2023 – 2024 presentation partners include: Taiwan 
International Festival of Arts, Southbank Theatre – London, 
NY Skirball Arts Centre, Walker Arts Centre, UCLA Arts (USA)

Artists

Musician / performer: 
Margaret Leng Tan

Composer: Erik Griswold

Director: Tamara Saulwick

Dramaturg: Kok Heng Leun

Video artist: Nick Roux

Lighting designer:  
Andy Lim | ARTFACTORY

Costume designer:  
Yuan Zhiying

‘In a work featuring twelve 
short musical scores by Erik 
Griswold, director Tamara 
Saulwick and Tan have 
collaborated to devise a 
uniquely structured, visually 
stunning choreographic, 
sound-based performance.’

—STAGE WHISPERS
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My Self in That Moment is a new hybrid performance work 
for an ensemble of 49 tablets and a solo vocalist, exploring 
the fragmented and distributed self in the digital age. 
Interrogating questions around identity, agency, ownership 
and the myriad systems that lay beneath the distribution of 
data, My Self in That Moment reflects upon the voice and 
body and what it means to be digitally captured and archived. 
The work features the recorded voices and images of three 
diverse vocalist/collaborators – Jessica Aszodi, Alice Hui-
Sheng Chang and Tina Stefanou  and is performed solo by 
any one of the three. 

Following its critically acclaimed premiere season at  
The Substation and an in-person pitch opportunity at PAMS 
(Korea) in September 2022, the work is poised for future 
touring. A geo-located touring concept is being trialed for 
this work whereby each of our 3 solo performers is based in 
different regions: Australia, Taiwan, Europe. The work itself 
can be delivered on the ground in each location without 
performers traveling between regions. This model minimises 
the environmental impact of presenting works nationally 
and internationally, while engaging with new audiences, 
presenting partners and locally based artists 

Premiere Season: The Substation July 2022

My Self in That Moment The Substation (2022) 
Image: Pier Carthew

MY SELF IN  THAT MOMENT

A live work performance for distributed voice and body

Artists

Concept & direction:  
Tamara Saulwick

Composer and sound artist:  
Peter Knight

Performer & collaborator:  
Jessica Aszodi, 
 Tina Stefanou &  
Alice Hui-Sheng Chang

Photographer: Sarah Walker

Creative coder & programmer: 
Steve Berrick

Dramaturg: Martyn Coutts

Light design:  
Amelia Lever-Davidson

Costume: Geoffrey Watson

2023 potential presentation 
partners: Perth International 
Festival of the Arts, Ballarat 
International Foto Biennale, 
Bendigo Art Gallery

★★★★  
‘captivating and utterly original’ 

—ARTS HUB

‘My Self at That Moment opens up crucial areas 
for reflection, especially at a time when the 
digital self has become a proxy for the real.’ 

—THE CONVERSATION
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Image: Pia Johnson

SYSTEM_ERROR contemplates the shared disquiet we feel 
towards the frailties and imperfections that make us human, 
while questioning the increasingly dependent and integrated 
relationship between human bodies, brains and technology. 

‘ … a mesmerising, futuristic masterpiece that 
ponders humanity and the magic of connection.’

—MILKBAR MAG 

Premiering at Arts House in 2020, this work was conceived 
with lightweight, low impact touring in mind. It has a touring 
party of three with no additional freight.

Green Room Awards (Contemporary and Experimental 
Panel) nomination – Sound Sculpture

Artists

Co-creator/ performer: Tamara Saulwick

Co-creator/ performer/ sound & instrument designer: 
Alisdair Macindoe

Director: Lucy Guerin

Data visualisation artist: Melanie Huang

Text consultant: Emilie Collyer

Lighting designer: Amelia Lever-Davidson

2023 potential presentation partners: Illuminate Festival 
(Adelaide), Bleach Festival (Gold Coast)

SYSTEM_ERROR

A performance work for bodies and electronics
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Chamber Made nurtures the creative 
community of Melbourne and regions via 
a suite of artist and artform development 
initiatives which offer much needed scaffolding 
for artists at critical flashpoints in their 
professional lives. Each program responds  
to an identified gap or need in the sector  
for the community of artists we work with. 

Artist and Artform 
Development Program

Hi-Viz Practice Exchange (2019) 
Image: Sarah Walker

‘Thank you to Chamber Made for 
dreaming this up and making it happen. 
It’s such an incredible piece of leadership. 
It’s visionary, it’s generous, it’s pragmatic, 
it’s strategic. It’s exactly what we need.’ 

—GENEVIEVE LACEY   
Musician and Arts Advocate
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In 2023 Chamber Made will continue to build its acclaimed 
Hi-Viz Practice Exchange, partnering with regional and 
international organisations. A day of artist-to-artist 
discussions, presentations, performances, interactions and 
workshops, Hi-Viz emerged from the need to carve out a 
space for women, non-binary and gender-diverse artists 
working across the fields of performance, sound and music 
to come together, meet, exchange ideas, and form new 
networks. Initiated in 2018 as an in person meet, this annual 
calendar event moved online in 2020 and 2021, quadrupling 
its attendance and extending its reach to well beyond the 
boundaries of metro Melbourne.  

From 2022 – 2024 Chamber Made partners with Punctum 
Inc., SAthecollective (Singapore) and University of 
Melbourne to deliver Hi-Viz Satellites. This multi-nodal 
hybrid IRL and online event will be developed and delivered 
across a three-year trajectory, connecting artists from metro 
Melbourne, regional Victoria and Singapore. Underpinned 
by Australia Council International Engagement funding and 
framework, Hi-Viz Satellites offers a powerful opportunity for 
meaningful intercultural engagement, skills exchange, and 
building of networks between local and international artists 
across time and geography.  

In 2023 the program will be augmented by a virtual lab 
with selected artists, a number of whom will be supported 
to extend their inter-cultural collaboration to develop new 
works in 2024.

Hi-Viz Practice Exchange (2019) 
Image: Sarah Walker

HI-VIZ SATELLITES

Project Partners: Punctum Inc, SATheCollective (Singapore),  
Queen Victoria Women’s Centre, University of Melbourne.

‘Chamber Made champions the representation 
of women and non-binary artists in all facets of 
the arts. It’s in the invitation – ensuring equity 
and diversity in who is invited in, creating 
opportunities and making space.’ 

—SALLY BLACKWOOD  
Writer-in-Residence Hi-Viz 2019 
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LITTLE OPERATIONS

ARTISTS 2023 – 2024

Theo McMahon 
Theo McMahon is a film producer, VCA graduate student and 
proud Bundjalung man with extensive experience in sound design, 
composition, live performance, as well as a Bachelors Degree in 
Performance Design. Theo plans to develop an interactive sound 
sculpture during his Little Operations period. Chamber Made will 
support the R&D and early development of this project, whilst 
offering producing, technical support and mentorship as required. 

Merinda Dias-Jayasinha (she/her) 
Merinda Dias-Jayasinha is a creative artist and musician whose 
practice explores heartfelt and lyrical storytelling, genre-blurring 
compositions and the melodic and textural potential of the voice.  
She interrogates themes of intergenerationality and the 
intersections of traditional culture and familial culture in relation 
to her identity as a Sri Lankan Australian through speech and 
performance. Through Little Operations, Dias-Jayasinha will 
continue her exploration into speech as sound, to express the 
constant inner turmoil that accompanies self on the way to 
understanding mixed heritage, exploring the myriad experiences 
mixed heritage may present. Further interest lies in documentation 
of this exploration through film, installation, and/or performance.

Little Operations is an eighteen-month program which supports emerging 
artists to develop their artistic ideas by providing producing, technical 
and artistic support, as well as space and a stipend. In addition, Chamber 
Made offers each participating artist professional development support 
and mentorship around the many adjacent and associated skills required 
to sustain a long-term career in the arts. Each Little Operations culminates 
in a free showing in the City of Melbourne, introducing Chamber Made 
audiences to new artists, ideas and works in development. 

‘Little Operations was an opportunity for me to explore ideas 
in depth over an extended period of time without knowing 
exactly what would come of it.  As an emerging artist, this was 
an incredible privilege, and it has given me the confidence to 
continue experimenting with these themes into the future.’

—REBECCA BRACEWELL Little Operations 2022



14Orange House by the Sea 
Image: Carolyn Connors

ORANGE HOUSE BY THE SEA RESIDENCY 

This annual three-week residency for mid-career women 
and non-binary artists offers space away from the 
demands of the day-to-day to find a point of stillness 
from which to reflect and create.  The residency is 
exclusively for mid-career artists because we recognise 
that for many artists, particularly women, this can be 
an especially challenging period to maintain career and 
practice momentum. Parenting the young or caring for 
the elderly, whilst also maintaining an income is often 
at the expense of creative practice. Offering artists three 
full weeks in which their time is completely their own,  
is a powerful endorsement of their creative practice  
and can represent a pivotal moment in their career. 

‘So much consideration has gone into this 
residency in terms of its location, duration 
and proximity to Melbourne. It provided time 
away from usual commitments and distractions, 
financial support to cover an artist fee and any 
materials I might want to work with and the 
feeling that there is trust in me as an artist  
and investment in my practice.’ 

—REBECCA JENSEN  
2020 OHBTS Recipient 
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Public Programs 

Salon (2019) 
Image: Jane Zhang

‘The Salon was very engaging. It deepened my 
experience of and appreciation for the work 
- unpacking the depth of thinking and the 
intelligence behind it. It was also wonderful  
to experience the enthusiasm of its creators.’

—AUDIENCE MEMBER 

SALON

Our free Salon program is an opportunity for audiences 
to delve deeper into the content and context of our 
works. Featuring artists and thinkers, each Salon is set 
around themes and ideas underpinning current artworks 
of the company, providing a meaningful platform 
for audiences to probe deeper into the works and 
engage with the company and artists. Our 2023 Salon 
will interrogate the key themes present in our 2023 
premiere work, A Slow Emergency and will feature the 
perspectives of our young Artistic Associate team. 

IN CONVERSATION — WORKS ON TOUR

In collaboration with presenting partners, we facilitate 
free artists talks and panel discussions as an opportunity 
for local audiences to engage more deeply with our 
work, its themes and the artistic team.These events are 
held in situ, streamed online and made available on 
demand for audiences to access at a later date.Through 
this activity Chamber Made builds audiences and 
deepens our relationship with local presenting partners.
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Through annual mentorships, internships and observations Chamber Made fosters students, 
emerging and early career artists and arts workers. In numerous instances student placements  
have led on to paid employment with the company. We see this as a powerful endorsement  
of the program’s value for the individuals involved and for the broader sector.  

IN THE ROOM Internships

For each new work in development Chamber 
Made offers an ‘in the room’ internship to an 
undergraduate student from Victorian College 
of the Arts, NIDA or Deakin University studying 
dramaturgy, directing, interactive composition, 
sound design or production.  These hands-on 
internships offer budding artists and arts workers 
insights into unique collaborative cross-artform 
processes with some of Melbourne’s most 
accomplished artists. 

‘I have loved being a part of the room with you all 
and have learnt so much in my time there! I really 
appreciate all of the effort you went through 
to include me in the development process, and 
the agency I had in the room. The skill of the 
creatives, the energy in the room and the work 
that was being created were all really inspiring.’

—KAITLYN CROCKER  
NIDA production and sound design student

HQ Internships

Chamber Made offers internships to arts 
administration and cultural management 
students, who are given the opportunity to 
participate and contribute to the day-to-day 
operations of the company. 

‘Interning with Chamber Made was a wonderful 
introduction to the workings of a performing 
arts organisation. The team were welcoming and 
supportive and generously gave me the freedom 
to lead a project. This has equipped me with 
invaluable skills and boosted my passion for 
working in the arts.’

—HELENA JONES, University of Melbourne 
Masters of Arts and Cultural Management student

Mentorships / Internships / Observerships

SYSTEM_ERROR development (2021) 
Image: Pier Carthew
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Sector Development

My Self in That Moment development (2021) 
Image: Sarah Walker

A pilot training program coordinated by a consortium of producing 
companies, festivals and venues to provide 6 young production 
managers with paid placement in a 2-year professional development 
program which offers mentorship and on the job training in a range 
of production and technical management skills.

This powerful sector initiative is being activated in response to the 
critical shortage of skilled and available production and technical 
managers in the sector and the lack of suitable training opportunities 
for the next generation of production managers. 

PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM

Partners: Melbourne Fringe, Lucy Geurin Inc, Polyglot, Auspicious Arts


